What is the best treatment for children with limited-stage Hodgkin lymphoma?
Limited-stage Hodgkin lymphoma remains a challenging problem for pediatric oncologists. Published and investigative treatment regimens represent varied approaches to balance the excellent overall and event-free survival with the substantial potential for long-term sequelae of effective treatment modalities. Regimens incorporating low-dose radiation to smaller fields and chemotherapy that limits cumulative exposure to the agents most closely associated with long-term complications have been shown to be effective for most patients. Investigative approaches to optimize overall therapy focus on identifying which patients require more or less therapy. A recent example is the use of response-based therapy as a means of limiting or omitting radiation for those with an early, rapid response to chemotherapy. Biologic markers that influence risk for treatment failure or treatment-related toxicities have been only minimally defined. This paper reviews recently published treatment regimens for children and adolescents and presents some considerations for choosing a treatment approach for individual patients.